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Geometry function of a linear brachytherapy source
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An equation is derived for the TG43 geometry function,G(r ,u), of a linear
brachytherapy source in terms of its active length. This equation is validated by
comparison to published values. It is then used to calculate values of the geometry
function for the Model 200103Pd seed, which is a segmented linear source.
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I. DERIVATION

The TG43 formalism1 expresses the dose rate distribution around a cylindrically symm
brachytherapy source as separable into component functions.

Ḋ~r ,u!5SkLF G~r ,u!

G~r 0 ,u0!Gg~r !F~r ,u!. ~1!

Sk is the air kerma strength,L is the dose rate constant,G(r ,u) is the geometry function, and
F(r ,u) is the anisotropy function.

The geometry function is normalized to a point 1 cm from the source center along a pe
dicular bisector. Its purpose is to quantify the effect of the spatial arrangement of radio
material on the dose distribution. If the source extent is assumed to be negligible, the
geometry function is modeled by the inverse square relationship. For a finite line sourc
geometry function is calculated as follows:

G~r ,u!5
b

Lr sin~u!
. ~2!

b is the angle subtended by the point and the source endpoints andL is the active source length
The report of TG43 provides a tabulation of the geometry function for a 3-mm line source

leaves it for the reader to calculate this function for other linear sources. The activity distrib
of the Model 200103Pd seed~Theragenics Corporation, Norcross, GA! can be described as a 2.
mm segmented line source with a 1.0 mm inactive region centered between two active reg
0.9 mm length.2 The geometry function of this source is not readily calculated from Eq.~2!. The
objective of the present work is to recast Eq.~2! into a function ofr, u, andL and calculate the
geometry function of the Model 200103Pd seed. Recasting Eq.~2! requires geometric analysis o
the source configuration.

Consider a linear source whose end points are labeledS and F as shown in Fig. 1. The
midpoint,M, is located midway betweenSandF and serves as the origin of the coordinate syste
PointP is located in a position which is arbitrary with respect to the source. Using the conven
of TG43, line segments connectingS, M, andF with P form angles ofu1 , u, u2 , with the long axis
of the source. The magnitude of the angle/SPF is designated asb.
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If the line segment connectingM andP has lengthr, then the position ofP can be referred to
asP(r ,u). The relationship betweenb, u1 , andu2 can be found by recognizing that the sum
the angles in the triangleDSFP is p.

u11b1~p2u2!5p [ b5u22u1 . ~3!

If we treat the pointsSandP as diametrically opposed corners of a rectangle, this provides
means to eliminateu1 andu2 from the expression forb. The value ofu2 is expressed in terms o
r andu using the trigonometric definitions,

uAPW u5r * sin~u!, ~4!

uMAW u5r * cos~u!. ~5!

Thus

uBPW u5uSAW u5~ uSMW u1uMAW u!5@r * cos~u!1L/2#, ~6!

uFAW u5~ uBPW u2L !5@r * cos~u!1L/22L#5@r * cos~u!2L/2#, ~7!

u25tan21S uAPW u

uFAW u
D 5tan21S r * sin~u!

r * cos~u!2L/2
D . ~8!

The law of sines is used to expressb in terms of the independent variables

uSPW u
sin~p2u2!

5
L

sin~b!
. ~9!

From the property of the sine function

sin~p2u2!5sin~u2!, ~10!

sin~b!5
L* sin~u2!

uSPW u
. ~11!

Since the pointsS, A, andP form a right triangle, the pythagorean theorem is used to calculate
distance fromS to P.

uSPW u5A@r * sin~u!#21@r * cos~u!1L/2#2 ~12!

Substituting Eq.~8! into Eq. ~11!,

FIG. 1. Source geometry.
Journal of Applied Clinical Medical Physics, Vol. 2, No. 2, Spring 2001
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b5sin21S L* sin„tan21$@r * sin~u!#/@r * cos~u!2L/2#%…

A@r * sin~u!#21@r * cos~u!1L/2#2 D . ~13!

Sinceb is given in terms ofr, u, and the constantL; G(r ,u) can also be expressed in terms
r, u, andL.

G~r ,u!5

sin21S L* sin„tan21$@r * sin~u!#/@r * cos~u!2L/2#%…

A@r * sin~u!#21@r * cos~u!1L/2#2 D
L* r * sin~u!

. ~14!

Thus to tabulate the geometry function of a line source in terms of the polar coordinates,r and
u, we need only know the length of the source.

II. VALIDATION

The geometry function for the 3-mm line source presented in TG43’s Table V was used
benchmark against which to validate Eq.~14!. The line source geometry function presented
TG43 is presented as multiplied byr 2. In this way, the tabulated value demonstrates the devia
of the behavior of the small line source from that of a true point source. It also presents a s
varying function for which linear interpolation can be used to determine values intermedia
those presented in the table. It is noteworthy that in the general formalism for dose calcu
presented in TG43’s Eq.~2!, the geometry function is used only as normalized to its value at
reference point. Thus this normalization is present in Table I such that the values presen
@r 2* G(r ,u)/G(r 0 ,u0)#. For a true point source, each of the values in such a table would be u

Note that Eq.~14! has a singularity, i.e., a point where its value is indeterminate@0/0#, when the
angle is zero. The values at this angle were determined by numerically evaluating the limit
angle approached zero. In other words, a value was used to approximate zero, which wa
ciently small that the value of the geometry function~to the fourth decimal place! did not change
when the angle was doubled or halved.

These values are found to be in agreement with the corresponding entries in TG43’s Tab
within 0.1% at all points except (r 50.5,u560°! where the discrepancy is 8.3%. At this point, th
result of the present work is in agreement with the correction to TG43 provided by Riv3

Equation~14! is seen to predict results consistent with values known to be accurate.

III. APPLICATION

To calculate the geometry function of the Model 200103Pd seed using Eq.~14!, the calculation
takes three steps. First, the geometry function is calculated for the 2.8 mm outer length a
result is scaled by the outer length. Second, the geometry function is calculated for the 1

TABLE I. Normalized geometry function for a 3-mm line source@r 2* G(r ,u)/G(r 0 ,u0)#.

r 50.5 cm 1 cm 2 cm 3 cm 4 cm 5 cm 6 cm 7 cm 8 cm 9 cm

u50° 1.1071 1.0306 1.0132 1.0100 1.0089 1.0084 1.0081 1.0079 1.0078 1.
10° 1.1023 1.0297 1.0129 1.0099 1.0088 1.0083 1.0081 1.0079 1.0078 1
20° 1.0889 1.0269 1.0123 1.0096 1.0087 1.0082 1.0080 1.0078 1.0078 1
30° 1.0694 1.0227 1.0112 1.0091 1.0084 1.0081 1.0079 1.0078 1.0077 1
40° 1.0471 1.0176 1.0100 1.0086 1.0081 1.0079 1.0077 1.0077 1.0076 1
50° 1.0252 1.0123 1.0087 1.0080 1.0078 1.0077 1.0076 1.0076 1.0075 1
60° 1.0059 1.0074 1.0074 1.0075 1.0075 1.0075 1.0075 1.0075 1.0075 1
70° 0.9912 1.0034 1.0064 1.0070 1.0072 1.0073 1.0073 1.0074 1.0074 1
80° 0.9819 1.0009 1.0058 1.0067 1.0070 1.0072 1.0073 1.0073 1.0074 1
90° 0.9788 1.0000 1.0056 1.0066 1.0070 1.0072 1.0072 1.0073 1.0073 1
Journal of Applied Clinical Medical Physics, Vol. 2, No. 2, Spring 2001
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inner length and the result is scaled by the inner length. Finally, the scaled results are sub
and normalized to the reference point. The resulting values are presented in Table II.

Before subtraction, the component geometry functions are scaled by segment length, to
a uniform linear activity density. Why these segments should be scaled by length can be
stood by recognizing that the normalized geometry function is a multiplicative term in the c
lation of dose. For an idealized source with a uniform linear activity density of unity, a unit
rate constant, no self-attenuation, and a distance-independent radial dose function, the dos
be calculated as the normalized geometry function multiplied by length. Since the superpo
principle applies to the quantity absorbed dose, the dose delivered by individual source c
nents are added and subtracted as those components are introduced and removed. Sin
source of uniform linear activity density, the length scales the activity; it also scales the dos
thus the net-effective normalized geometry function.

The normalized geometry function is one component of the TG43 formalism used to es
the dose at points surrounding a Model 200103Pd source. Improvements in the accuracy of t
geometry function translate into improvements in the estimation of dose. The magnitude
improvement is position dependent. Improvements in@r 2* G(r ,u)/G(r 0 ,u0)# of up to 3% are seen
as compared to treating this segmented source as a 3 mmuniform line source. Up to 14% are see
when compared to use of a point source approximation.

1Ravinder Nathet al., ‘‘Dosimetry of interstitial brachytherapy sources: Recommendations of the AAPM Radia
Therapy Committee Task Group 43,’’ Med. Phys.22, 209–234~1985!.

2Doracy P. Fonteniaet al., ‘‘Diode dosimetry of103Pd model 200 seed in water phantom,’’ Med. Phys.21, 818 ~1984!.
3Mark J. Rivard, ‘‘Comment on ‘Dosimetry of interstitial brachytherapy sources: Recommendations of the A
Radiation Therapy Committee Task Group 43,’ ’’ Med. Phys.26, 2514~1999!.

TABLE II. Normalized geometry function for the Model 200103Pd Source@r 2* G(r ,u)/G(r 0 ,u0)#.

r 50.5 cm 1 cm 2 cm 3 cm 4 cm 5 cm 6 cm 7 cm

u50° 1.1376 1.0397 1.0171 1.0129 1.0115 1.0109 1.0105 1.01
10° 1.1316 1.0384 1.0168 1.0128 1.0114 1.0108 1.0105 1.01
20° 1.1146 1.0348 1.0159 1.0124 1.0112 1.0107 1.0104 1.01
30° 1.0898 1.0294 1.0146 1.0119 1.0109 1.0105 1.0102 1.01
40° 1.0613 1.0228 1.0130 1.0111 1.0105 1.0102 1.0100 1.00
50° 1.0329 1.0159 1.0113 1.0104 1.0101 1.0099 1.0099 1.00
60° 1.0079 1.0096 1.0097 1.0097 1.0097 1.0097 1.0097 1.00
70° 0.9886 1.0044 1.0084 1.0091 1.0093 1.0095 1.0095 1.00
80° 0.9764 1.0011 1.0075 1.0087 1.0091 1.0093 1.0094 1.00
90° 0.9723 1.0000 1.0072 1.0086 1.0091 1.0093 1.0094 1.00
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